The molecular structure, geometry, stability, thermal and fundamental modes of vibration of glycine dimer by DFT methods.
Glycine is an important amino acid for building up protein synthesis. Single crystal of glycine dimer was grown from aqueous solution by slow evaporation method. Powder X-ray diffraction analysis confirms the crystalline nature of grown crystal. It is interesting to study the molecular structure of a dimer, having well-defined channels formed through amphoterism bonding between CO⋯H bonds with split-valence basis sets, and the conformer is mirror symmetrical, in which the protonated organic cation plays a significant role to have a dimer pattern. Amphiprotic molecules, like dimeric glycine which can either donate or accept a proton (H(+)) from each other. Optical absorption study reveals that the transparency of the crystal in the entire visible region and the cutoff wavelength was found to be 235nm. Powder SHG test and thermogravimetric analysis shows glycine dimer crystal is optically active and thermally stable. The molecular structure, geometry, stability and theoretical vibrational spectra were calculated for glycine as a monomer and as a dimer linked by the amphoterism hydrogen bonding. The theoretical studies were performed using the B3LYP density functional method with the 6-311G (d,p) basis set. The detailed interpretation of the vibrational spectra has been made on the basis of normal coordinate analysis.